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Unsatisfactory 
Harvesting

HENyou purchase a Deering

ance against un satisfactory 
harvesting. It's just aslntponamto 
in me your crops against unprohi- 
able liai vesting as ii is to Insure 
your proper ty against lire loss.

Harvesting a good crop with a poor binder 
will hardly lie more profitable than harvesting 
e poor crop with ■ good binder.

You see how essentia lit is to have a good 
binder You must have a machine «lint will 
harvest all your grain «iiiickly and economically 

that you will be able to realise every dollar

Ueeilng binderscan be purchased with either 
a 5. b, 7 or 8-fool cut.

..... w= ........ The 8-foot binder is equipped with a tongue
possible out of your crop: in other words, you «ruck, which maieiially ■ educes the neck 
need a Deering. weight and draft. ...

The Deering hinder is built to cut. elevate The Deering line of harvesting machines is 
and bind all the grain, no mallet in what complete and includes, besides gtain
condition the field may be.

The reel will biing tall or short, down and 
tangled grain to the sickle without fail. the ele
vators will handle it whether it be light or 
heavy, and the binding attachment will throw 
out nice even butted bundles.

When a field of grain i* harveeti I with

g machines
machines—mowers, tedders, various styles and 
sizes of takes, hay stackers and loaders.

Call on the Deering agent and l«t him ex
plain to you why a Deering machine harvests 
In the right way. These local agents are found 
everywhere, and will be pleased to gi'

Deering, you won't find crow s feed scattetcd formation and a catalog concerning the Deer- 
all about ; you won't find the grain lying In ing machines.

cawana BRANCHE $ . Calgary, L»fn, «Ientreat, Toronto, On.wo, Weglne, St. John, Winnipeg.
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It’s a positive luxury to ride in a Tudhope. 
The perfect ease and solid comfort, make 

Tudhope the Carriages for business as well as 
pleasure.

Guaranteed by a firm that has been building 
Carriages in Canada, since 1855.

TUDHOPE NO. 4

Green wool c r hand buff leather seat—«elected

r—----------------------  silver dash rail—green
—m » painting. You'll see dozens of them on every

road. Let ua send you our free illustrated catalogue— 
which gives details you want to know.
THE TUDHOPE CARRUCE CO.. Ud.
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Pull Up the Daisies
One farmer living a few miler from 

the city hasn't a single daisy growing 
on his farm now. Some years ago 
he had a good crop of them, but he 
made up his mind that he would con
quer these cumherers of the ground. 
And he did so, by exercising patience 
and perseverance. How did he man
age to do so? Why, he simply pull
ed up by the' roots every daisy he 
saw. Rather a slow process, but it 
was sure and satisfactory.


